
Marilyn Brault <mbbinaghi@gmail.com>

Re: Are your polishes vegan

Lauren Walker <youpolish@gmail.com> Sun, Sep 22, 2013 at 6:42 PM
To: Marilyn TheSecretVegan <thesecretvegan@gmail.com>

HI.  Thanks for contacting me.  This is a very difficult subject to explain sometimes in the polish world.  My polish
is free from all animal products and byproducts.  As far as cruelty free, I don't test on animals and the people I
buy from state that they do not test on animal.  From what I understand however, is that you can trace almost
everything back to a time when it was tested on animals.  So while my products and the people I buy from do not
test on animals, some of the ingredients very well could have been many many years ago.  Zoya and OPI are
among some of the major brands that are Vegan & Cruelty free and they simply state that their polish is 3, 4, and
5 free and they do not test on animals.  So I guess they short answer is that I'm as Vegan as Zoya and OPI are
:)

On Sun, Sep 22, 2013 at 12:52 PM, Marilyn TheSecretVegan <thesecretvegan@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi! I manage a vegan nail art blog (vegannailartbaby.wordpress.com) and I'm just checking in with you because
I'm always looking for more indie polish to feature on my blog. I read on your facebook page that your polishes
are 4-free, but I was wondering if you might also be able to tell me if your polishes and ingredients are vegan
(free from all animal products and byproducts such as guanine, pearl, silk, keratin, carmine, etc) and cruelty
free (no part tested on animals).

Please let me know when you can, thank you so much for your help!

-- 
Marilyn

Get social with me!
twitter: @thesecretvegan
tumblr: the-secret-vegan.tumblr.com
nail blog: vegannailartbaby.wordpress.com
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